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Clemson Concert Series
Begins November 30
Student Body
Has Separate
Class Meets

The Jungaleers warm up during a practice session for the Rat Hop. The Jungaleers, composed of Clemson students, will play for the

dance which will be held on Friday and Saturday nights in the Field House. (TIGER Photo
courtesy Bob Huey.)

Queen To Be Picked
At The Annual Rat Hop
Dr. Bair, Professor Burtner And
Colonel Read To J udge Contest
Judges to select the Rat Queen
at the Rat Hop were announced
this week by the Central Dance
Association. They are Colonel
N. G. Read, of the military department; Professor F. A. Burtner, of the school of Arts and
Sciences; and Dr. G. E. Bair, also
of the school of Arts and Sciences.
The Rat Queen will be chosen
:by these men from among the
dates of the freshmen at the
Dance Friday night. The girls
selected will preside over all campus activities for the rest of the
weekend.
/This year, for the first time,
the Rat Queen and her escort will
be the recipients of a number of
prizes. Mr. Snoddy, of the Clemson Jewelers, will present the
Queen with a sliver loving cup.
Other prizes include two tickets
to a buffet supper at the Clemson
House, a corsage from the Clemson Florist, five dollars from
Dan's, a box of candy from L. C.
Martin Drug Store, and Saturday morning breakfast for two at
the YMCA cafeteria.
Another new feature of this
year's Rat Hop is arrangement of
the Field House in cabaret style.
Decorated tables will be placed
along two sides of the dance
floor to provide a place for
dancers to rest, talk, and enjoy
refreshments on sale in the Field
House.
Music for the dance will be
furnished this year by the Jungaleers. The Jungaleers is a band
group made up of Clemson students who have had experience
with dance band work. They
plan to play a varied program
of old and new popular music arranged for dancing.
For the convenience of cadets,
Fourth Barracks will be vacated
and used to house student dates..
Rooms will cost one dollar for
both Friday and Saturday nights.
Girls may check into the barracks
after 3:45 on Friday afternoon,
and must be out at two o'clock
Sunday afternoon. Chaperones
will be on duty in the barracks at
all times.
Tickets for both Friday and
Saturday night dances, and room
reservations, are on sale in the
dining hall after noon and evening meals. Block tickets cost
four dollars. Tickets for the Friday night dance are $2.50, and
for the Saturday night dance,
$2.00.
Dress for the Friday night
dance, which is formal, will be
Class "C" uniform for the freshmen and sophomores. Juniors
and seniors may wear the uniform, tuxedos, or white dinner
jackets. Dress for the Saturday
night dance will be appropriate
informal attire.

Block And Bridle
Club Holds Meet
The Clemson Block and Bridle
Club met on Tuesday, September
28, at six-fifteen. Professor L.
V. Starkey, head of the animal
husbandry department, was the
guest speaker.
Initiation for new club members will be from October fifth
through October eighth. The formal initiation will be held at the
"Y" cabin on Tuesday, October
12, at six-thirty in the evening.

Phi Eta Sigma
Make Plans For
National Meeting
Phi Eta Sigma, honor fraternity, met Thursday night, September 23, in the Dairy building. A
small number of members was
present.
During the meeting, plans for
delegates to attend the national
convention of the fraternity in
Stillwater, Oklahoma, were made.
Two men are planning to attend
the convention, which will be
held during Fair Week.
■ The fraternity will hold a special meeting on Thursday night,
October 7, at six o'clock, to make
final plans for the convention
trip. All members are urged to
attend.

Little Theater
Holds Year's
First Meeting ■
The first general meeting of
the Clemson Little Theatre will
be held in the Y. M. C. A. at 8*
p. m., October 4. Plans for the
coming year will be outlined and
producers and directors for the
forthcoming season will be announced. In addition to the usual organizational business, the
Executive Council of the group
is planning a special program of
entertainment. Mrs. John Gates
will be asked to preview the coming production of 'The Mad Woman of Chaillot." Criticisms of
the last year's presentation of
"Don Juan in Hell" will be requested, anw a critical review of
the production will be given by
the director and producer.
The Clemson Little Theatre is
a joint student, faculty and community endeavor. Its primary
purpose is to offer a creative medium, in the form of theatre art,
to those interested in dramatics
and theatre techniques. Its secondary purpose is to offer a unique form of entertainment to the
people of the Piedmont area of
South Carolina.
There are two types of memberships in the Clemson Little
Theatre: active and season memberships. Season members are
those people who purchase a season membership or ticket.
This
membership entitles the holder to
attend all the major productions
and to participate as an active
member.
An active member is one who
expresses a desire to participate
in the Little Theatre's activity.
Such a person is integrated into
the active program as actors, producers, directors and technicians.
It is that classification of members that the group is interested
in recruiting at the first meeting
of the year, October 4. All former
active members and those students, faculty and townspeople
interested in becoming active are
urged to attend.

BSU Will Show
Christian Theme
Flim At Meeting
On the night of Wednesday,
October 6, the Baptist Student
Union will show a film entitled
"Missionary to Walker's Garage."
The movie is aimed at young people and leaders of young people.
The theme is Christian service in
secular vocations.
The story centers on the experiences of Mark Wilson, a typical
high school graduate, who wants
to live a full Christian life but
feels no call to fulltime Christian
service as a vocation. The problem is set when he dedicates his
life at a summer youth camp and
the report gets back home that
Mark has decided to be a preacher. After this, all efforts to explain the nature of his dedication
and pursue another line of work
as a Christian layman are interpreted by friends and family as
going back on a commitment to,
God.
Feeling that automotive engineering is the field in which he
should work, Mark, over the protests of his mother and friends,
gets a job as a mechanic in Walker's Garage for some practical
experience before going to college. Here his Christian faith
and its application to day-by-day
living are so impressive that all
doubt is removed as to Mark's
sincerity and knowledge of God's
will for his life.
One of the chief purposes of
this film is to demonstrate the
need for a seyen-day-a-week religion. The emphasis is on being
thoroughly Christian all of the
time regardless of one's vocation.

Ceramics Society
To Hold Open
House For Frosh
The American Ceramic Society
will hold an open house for all
freshmen and their dates on Sunday, October 3, from one until
three o'clock.
The open house will be held in
Olin Hall. Guides will be on
hand to conduct the guests to
interesting displays of machinery
in operation. A souvenir will be
presented to each couple.

Members of the student body
met at four o'clock on Tuesday
afternoon to conduct class meetings and settle problems that have
arisen in the student government
since last semester.
Freshmen met in the college
auditorium to nominate class officers. Nominations were made
for president; vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and class epresentatives.
The sophomore class held its
meeting in the chemistry auditorium. C. W. Mathews, W. Metz,
and D. Lee were nominated to
run for the post of class representative vacated by Richard
Kemp. At the suggestion of John
Duffie, class president, the group
voted to ask some faculty member
to act as class advisor. Two talks
were made. Leon Cooper, president of Alpha Phi Omega, urged
all sophomores to help freshmen
with their studies. Lewis Cromer
spoke on the importance of the
Student Loan Fund.
The junior class met in the textile auditorium to discuss various
means of financing the JuniorSenior banquet and dance. Jim
Humphries, president of the junior class, also gave some information to the group on other matters
of concern to the class. Don Harrison spoke to the class on the
subject of supporting the CD A
at the dances.
The senior class met in the
chemistry building and discussed
the project and plans of the senior
class for the year.

Tarheel Club
Elects Officers
The first meeting of the year
of the Gamma Kappa Alpha Club
was held Tuesday night, September 28 at the YMCA.
This club, better known as the
Tar Heel Club, is made up of
Clemson students who are residents of North Carolina.
New officers for the coming
year were elected at the meeting.
They are: Clarke Starnes, textile
manufacturing senior from Gastonia, president; Smith Chance,
textile
manufacturing
junior
from Winston Salem, vice presi
dent; Jerry Martin, textile mana
facturing junior from Charlotte,
secretary; and Bill Lawson, me
chanical engineering junior from
Charlotte, business manager.
Plans were discussed at the
meeting for a dance to be held
after the Wake Forest-Clemson
game which will be played in
Charlotte on October 30.

Navy Band To Present
The Opening Concert
Series To Include Arthur
Rubinstein Boston Pops Orchestra
Clemson's Concert Series this year will feature a band,
an orchestra, singers, ballet, and a pianist. Several concerts
will be repeat performances by entertainers enjoyed by
Clemson in the past.
The season opens on November
30 with the Navy Band under the
direction of Commander Brendler. This is the sixth time that
the Navy Band has performed at
Clemson. Featured on the band
program will be marches, and
light classical and popular music,
with several talented soloists.
All college students are invited This year the Navy Band is makto submit original verse to be ing its longest concert tour since
considered for publication in the World War II, with seventy playAnnual Anthology of College Poe- ing dates in nineteen states.
try. This is the twelfth nationThe second program of the year
wide Annual College Competi- will be Boris Goldovskys Opera
tion.
Theater performance of "The
The recognition afforded by Barber of Seville" on December
publication will reflect definite 13. The text has been intelligentcredit on the author, as well as ly translated into English and the
his school. Over one hundred drama of the plot heightened for
thousand manuscripts have been a Twentieth Century audience.
submitted to the National Poetry The opera will be acted and sung
Association in the past ten years. by capable young artists, using
Of these, about four thousand new sets and costumes. The perhave been accepted for publica- formance has been praised highly
tion.
in TIME and NEWSWEEK for
Rules for the competition are its deft pacing, credible staging,
as follows. Manuscripts must be and smooth acting.
typed or written in ink on one
The Boston Pops Orchestra will
side of a sheet. The student's open the series for the second seAn era in Clemson history ended today with the retirehome address, name .of his col- mester on February 14, under the
lege, and his college address must direction of Arthur Fiedler. This ment of J. C. Littlejohn as college business manager. Conappear on each manuscript. Stu- orchestra won its reputation in
dents may submit as many manu- Boston with- performances of nected with the college continuously since 1904 when he enscripts as they desire. Theme and light classical music. The Boston tered as a freshman, he was its first registrar and first and
form may* be in accordance with Pops scored sixteen recordings on only business manager to date.
the wishes of the contributor. In the recenirlist of RCA Victor's 101
A native of Jonesville, S. C,
order to give as many students as Best Sellers of All Time (more
Littlejohn graduated from Clempossible an opportunity for recog- than twice as many as any other
son in 1908 with a degree in menition and because of space limi- artist) on a list covering everytations, shorter efforts are pre- thing from Bach to Boogie.
chanical and electrical engineerferred.
On March 9 two young opera
ing and for the next year served
Manuscripts must be submitted stars will present the program.
as campus electrician.
by November 5. They should be They are Nadine Conner and
Then for three successive six
sent to the National Poetry AS' Brian Sullivan. Miss Conner is
Wednesday night's Wesley
sociation, 3210 Selby Avenue, Los the star of television and radio
months periods he was an inFoundation program consisted of
Angeles 34, California.
who has appeared on "The Rail a talk on personal Christian living structor in wood work, registrar
and assistant to the president, and
road Hour" and "The Voice of
Firestone." She is particularly by a Clemson cadet. Jimmy instructor in mechanical and
mechanical engi- electrical engineering.
known at the Metropolitan Opera Humphries,
in the role of Mimi in "La Bo- neering junior of Columbia, preIn March 1911 Littlejohn again
heme." Mr. Sullivan is also a sented a talk on "Day-by-day became registrar and worked in
star of the Met, as well as of con- Christian living ' of a Clemson this capacity until July 1926 when
The Junior "Y" Council had its certs, operas, and radio and telehe was made the first business
Cadet."
first meeting Friday night, Sep- vision shows.
manager of the college.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
tember 24, in the YMCA cabinet
Next week, the Rev. Edwin
In June 1952 the Clemson board
room. Sergeant Wilson of the will present its program on Warren of Dillard, Georgia, will of trustees recognized his long
military department was elected March 29. This is a new company
service to the college by awarding
advisor. Also it was decided to created by Serge Denham, di- speak on "Catholicism and Protes- him an honorary doctor of engihave meetings every other Thurs- rector of the world famous Bal- tantism." These two programs neering degree. He has been acday night forty-five minutes af- let Russe, in response to a nation- follow a schedule of programs tive in the work of the Baptist
wide demand. Maria Tallchief planned at the preschool planning Church, Masons and Rotary, and
ter supper formation.
Dancing lessons sponsored by will head a new production offer- retreat held at Camp Burnt Gin, holds membership in many camthe council will begin on October ing fresh costumes, a new corps
pus organizations including Phi
11. Anyone interested in joining de ballet, and new soloists. High- Sumter, S. C. The retreat was Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Blue
held
in
conjunction
with
the
lighting
a
program
of
entertainthis council is urged to attend the
Key and Tiger Brotherhood.
next meeting on Thursday, Octo- ment drawn from the mother Winthrop Wesley Foundation and
The Littlejohn family is an allofficers of both groups attended.
(Continued on page 6)
ber 7.
Clemson group. His brothers are
Clemson men: Major Robert M.
Littlejohn USA (Ret) of Harwood, Maryland attended with
the class of 1910 and Sam Littlejohn, a commercial vice-president of the General Electric Company in Cleveland, Ohio, graduated in 1917. Both of his sons,
Lt. Col. James P. Littlejohn of
Fort Lee, Va., and Samuel M.
Littlejohn of Minneapolis, Minn.,
are Clemson graduates in the
classes of 1932 and 1936 respectively. His only daughter, Miss
Mary Catherine Littlejohn, is a
secretary in the office of the dean
of agriculture at the college.
Retirement will not mean the
end of active work at Clemson
for the veteran business administrator. He will have an office in
the new student activities center
and there plans to begin work on
the history of Clemson College as
he has seen it develop through a
half century.

Annual Original
Verse Competition
Closes Nov. 5th

Littlejohn Retires
From College Work
Retiring Business Manager
Ends Fifty Years Of Service

Humphries Messes
Wesley Foundation

Juniior Y Council
Holds First Meet

Clemson Canterbury
Club Holds Meeting

Radio Club

At Converse College

Plans Meeting

The Clemson Canterbury Club
traveled to Converse last Friday,
September 24, for a program of
fellowship. On October 10 the
group plans to have another meeting with the Canterbury Club of
Converse and to hold an outing in
the mountains.
The Canterbury Club has also
made tentative plans for holding
an open house at the Parish House
during the intermission of the
Rat Hop, Friday and Saturday
nights.

The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club held a planning meeting in
the Radio Room on Tuesday
night, September 28. Plans were
made for giving instruction in
radio techniques to students interested in obtaining their radio
operators' licenses.
The first regular meeting of
the Radio Club will be held next
Tuesday in the basement of sixth
barracks. Anyone interested in
amateur radio is invited to attenq
this meeting.

Sponsors for the members of the senior staff of the Central Dance
Association for the Rat Hop to be held Friday and Saturday
nights, October 1 and 2, are (top row, left to right) Miss Laurie
Fan, Columbia, for George Bennett, president, Columbia; Miss
Valeria Ray, Greenville, for Bob Tarleton, vice-president, Rock
Hill; Miss Eleanor Elliott, Columbia, for Don Harrison, Brunson,

secretary-treasurer; Miss Sara Fort, Great Falls, for Charles
Ferguson, Great Falls, placing chairman; (second row, left to
right) Miss Pat Vaughn, Greenville, for George Aull, Greenville,
alternus; Miss Ann Patrick, Greenville, for Bill Turner, Columbia, decorations chairman; Mrs. Tom Trively, Clemson, for Tom
Trively, Clemson, publicity chairman.
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Lei's Keep Clemson's
Spirit Up To Par

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

THEy'Lb DO IT fiVERy TMEr

Show A Little Respect For The Flag,
Confederate Flag, That Is

THERE have been numerous articles written in this newspaper and other college newspapers around the country
on the subject of school spirit. This topic seems t» be a favorite of all editors and columnists for the first few weeks
of school. But there are several items that very seldom
appear in the train of thought of the writers.

By LAWRENCE STARKEY

y

All of them include the spirit at the football games, the
spirit at the pep rallies, at class meetings, and even tne
spirit in the classes. But how many of us consider that the
task of keeping our campus clean is as much a part of school
spirit as the rest?
N

WHERE THE TIGERS PLAY . . .
Just as I predicted! Athens, Georgia was
really thriving with the Ciemson spirit last
week-end. It was the highest it has. been
in several years. The crowd was greater;
yells were louder; the smiles were broader.
Country Gentlemen .left the game, surprisingly enough, almost as enthusiastic as
they were before it started.
Although we weren't victors, we agreed
it was a good game, and barring certain
handicaps, we might have won it. No one
seemed too downhearted, and all were
proud of the game the Tiger team played.

We here at Ciemson have been fortunate to have built
a modern dormitory, dining hall, and student center. It is
new, beautiful, and it cost quite a bit of money. Now comes
the question. How do we treat said buildings? .Do we
throw cigarette butts on the floors in the rooms and hallways? Do we open drink bottles on the edges of the new
chairs? Do we damage the walls by throwing things in
the halls? Do we scar beautiful woodwork in the rooms
with horseplay?

I've noticed that through the years, Georgia and Ciemson have had a mutual respect
for each other. I heard no smear from
either side. This is as rivalry should be.
Not only at football games, but around
the college in general, the Tiger spirit seems
to be at an all-time high. It's a type of college spirit that cannot be duplicated at any
other college. I've heard several comments
on it.

Have you ever thought of this as being a part of your
school spirit? Not many of us do. So let's take care of
our property. We have spent many years asking for it. Now
show your appreciation.

I don't know what the cause of this revival is. , Perhaps it's a combination of all
changes which have been made recently.
Whatever the cause, we welcome it.

Another item that comes under the classification of school
spirit is the attitude of students to one another and to visitors on a campus. There is an old saying that a chain is
only as strong as its weakest link. We cannot have strong TALK OF THE TOWN
school spirit if we have a couple of sour apples in the barrel who insist on running things their own way, being uncooperative with a group, or being just plain mean to individuals. Everyone has to pull together.

caused more raised eyebrows, shocked
looks, and surprised smiles than one might
imagine. Behind all this, I sincerely believe that they had an admiration for our
loyalty. Some Canadians, however, who
had not the slightest idea of what the flag
was, looked horrified and thought, I'm sure,
that some foreign power was invading the
province of Quebec.
Several writers have said that Southerners are more patriotic to the Confederacy
than to their country. This is certainly a
gross exaggeration. Speaking of patriotism,
the fact that the flagpole in front of the
Main Building bears a South Carolina flag
which is surely at least seven times as big
as the U. S. flag which flies above it, may
stir up.some comment. As a matter of interest, during the year 1911, only the South
Carolina flag flew over Ciemson College.
Although flags are only symbols, they deserve our highest respect at all times.
A PENNY SAVED ...
At the University of Georgia Saturday, I
wandered into an eating establishment called the "University Grill." Although not as
elaborate as our new student canteen will
be, I was very pleasantly surprised when
I paid the check. I had a hamburger and
a milkshake which came to thirty cents.

TO LIVE AND DIE IN DIXIE ...
This would cost fifty-five cents anywhere
One of the finest contributions to the
in Ciemson. I found that this "University
game was -that of the cheerleaders. HowGrill" was run by the university on a nonever, some students have asked me to write
profit basis. I believe something like this,
on the unintentional, but decided disrespect
to the Confederate flag.. You laugh? I'm would be a decided addition to our program.
quite serious. Several Country Gentlemen, CARD SECTION
and I »think rightly, seemed to resent it
This year the Ciemson students will again
when, at the end of one of the yells, the have the opportunity to take part in a card
By JOE McCOWN
Confederate flags were vigorously thrown
you, the students, and we of the TIGER into the air, and allowed to fall on the section. This card section has become a
OUR LAUNDRY
standard part of every Ciemson home game
Last year, to rehash ancient history, the •staff urge you to bring us your ideas and ground.
and is really a sight to behold.The intricate
college erected a new $287,000 laundry, to gripes so that we can put them into print,
Although I am more of a Southerner than patterns have become well known in this
provide the students of Ciemson with better and thereby let the brass know how the stu- a Rebel, I can see their point. Even though state .for their ingenuity and the skill by
and more efficient laundry service. And dents feel about a certain situation. It has the Confederacy is no longer functioning which they are presented.
last year, the laundry service was good. been said that .the pen is mightier than the (officially), even the most broad-minded
That is where you come in. The card
However, this year is a different story, to sword, and at times it is, if you don't get in Southerner should respect the flag that the section has to be full to make it look really
put it briefly, this year's laundry service a cutting match. So, if any of you feel that blood of his ancestors was shed for.
good. So when the cheerleaders tell you
ain't. For some reason, the cadet laundry you know of Some need on the campus (beThis summer when a group of us took a to move in Saturday to fill up the card sec-j'
has seemed to develop a strange affection sides women), or some regulation that trip to Canada, we purchased a fairly large tion—hop to it. We want to keep this half*
for the students' dirty clothes, and therefore seems unfair, tell us about it. This is your Confederate flag and put it on the aerial of time show a big success and your support $s
the car for almost the entire trip. This going to be needed.
\
it has failed to return them on time; in fact, newspaper, and we are here to print what
it has failed to return them at all. Of the student body wishes.
course, some complications probably arose
THE LONG ROLL
that prevented the prompt delivery of the
The oid Ciemson custom of Long Roll is
troops' clothes, but still, there is no excuse
By Mack MeDaniel
progressively
becoming a bigger pain in
for such a long wait between shirts. With
I'm
sure
that
this
week-end
the
neck.
It
seems
that
every
time
you
get
instruments. Anyone who is in- I feel that my life is really worth
the new building and the equipment that
will be an enjoyable one for all. terested should contact Mr. Hugh while; I can take my mind off
the laundry has, the service in the future all wrapped around some hot novel, or oc- You freshmen remember that this McGarity, associate professor in my own troubles."
casionally some textbook, Long Roll rolls is your dance so make the most the music department, in the
has no excuse for not improving.
About Dinah Shore's recordaround and out you go to listen to a half of it.
music room in the basement of ing of Pakistan Eartha says, "It
will be furnish- the library or the Army Reserve serves a purpose, but what that
STUDENT LOANS
hour long bull session. At times, Long Roll ingThetheJungaleers
music and they will be Advisary Group Office on the purpose is I haven't figured out
This year, the Student Council is sponsor- is important, but most of the time, the playing many of the latest tunes Seneca Highway.
yet."
ing a student loan fund, so that students in things that are said at Long Roll could just as well as all of the old favorites Jazz music, like other art forms, Her comment on Frank Sinatra
that are usually requested. "-The had developed because of the
dire need of ready cash may tap the till for as well be said at other formations.
was, "I love Frank Sinatra. He
most often requested of these is emotional needs of man. It is a
speakes for himself. There are
the much-needed long green. Under the
Stardust.
reflection of the complexities of no words to describe him. He's a
RHYTHM
AT
ITS
BEST
Among
the
latest
tunes
will
be
human nature and differences be- perfectionist, and he's great."
system by which the loan fund will be run,
Don't forget the dance this weekend. A Heir There, The His* and The tween individuals. In Commun- About the music business she
each company will have thirty dollars to
Mighty, Little Things Mean A ist dominated countries, jazz is
loan out. The first sergeant of each com- lot has been said about it and still more Lot, and others. The old stand- never heard. It is labeled "cap- says, "One thing that's vastly
pany is in charge of the funds assigned to will be said about it in the next few days. ards will include September Song, italistic" and is forbidden. Marx- wrong with the music business toRed Sails in the Sunset, ism has oversimplified human na- day is that everyone underestihis company, and he will be responsible for This dance really needs your support and Laura,
Stella By Starlight, MoonUght in ture to the point that jazz or mates what the public really
the loaning and repayment of them. The I hope to see everyone there. There sure Vermont, Sophisticated Lady, Sol- anything similar to it is not need- wants. They seem to think that
sold back in 1920 is going
loan fund now totals $537, but the student is a large number of wonderful gifts for itude, Autumn Serenade, I Cover ed. When someone starts talking what
to sell today. They shouldn't althe
Waterfront,
Tenderly,
I'm
in
about
how
good
they
think
comcouncil hopes to swell the loan fund to $1,- the Rat Queen. This should be an added' the Mood for Love, and many munism would be, just mention ways think in commercial terms.
000 by student subscription. A collection inducement for the freshmen to turn out. more. Another popular favorite these basic differences and the I wouldn't be called an indivithat will be played in Sh-Boom. fact that our system takes into dualist today if I had done what
of fifteen or 'twenty five cents from each
RUMOR
The band also plays many ar- consideration these variations I was told to do. I must admit
student will help meet the goal.
rangements
that have been made from person to person. In fact, that I have made a commercial
IF the troops turn out for this dance, and famous by name
bands through- our democratic system is based record, O Loving Spree, and WedTELL 'EM ABOUT IT
IF there is enough moola in the coffers, and out the nation. Among these are on the principle that each person ding Bell. I wouldn't continue
doing songs like this."
I'd like to take this space to remind the IF the date is still open, there is a good Stan Kenton's Easy Go Dynaflow, is an individual.
A great movie will be playing
Intermission Riff, Jump for Joe,
I
was
reading
an
old
Downbeat
upperclassmen and to let the freshmen chance for a top name band after Home- and Eager Beaver; Artie Shaw's Magazine and found several gen- over
the weekend. It is "Three
know what this page is for. It belongs to coming. BUT it is up to you troops.
Yesterdays and Begin the Be- eral comments on music by Miss Coins in the Fountain." The film-

What Happened To Clothes? Student
Council To Sponsor Loan Fund

Visitors on a campus glean most of their knowledge about
our school from the way they are treated by the student
body. A school can lose a lot of respect and new students
by the disrespectful attitude of students to visitors.
Remember these points and make Ciemson strong and
united.

TIGER Subscription
It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the
school year 1954-55. Fill out the following and send with
$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 269, Ciemson, S. C.
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Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association.
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the
school rear by Students of Ciemson College.

TOE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim,
"The South'! Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those tfho read it
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With the beautiful campus and buildings
that we have here at Ciemson, it's natural
for us to have a lot of visitors; especially on
week-ends. Living in the new dormitories,
we notice almost everything that is taking
place outside, and likewise, people notice
everything that is happening in our rooms.
In the last two weeks I'm witnessed some
very ungentleman like conduct on the part
of certain students. They persist in making their whereabouts known to any passing female by whistling or yelling. In some
cases this has been done in a friendly manner, but I've also heard some mighty vulgar remarks. This week-end there will be
a lot of girls here for the dance. If you
aren't lucky enough to have a date up, then
please show a little respect for the boys that
do. There is no worse feeling in the world
than to have some fellow student stick his
head out his window and yell something to
you or your date. This week-end, and at
all times, let's be gentlemen enough to show

people that we have respect for them.
I don't know how many of you have read
this cadet regulation this year, but under
section 5.02 you'll find something about
obscene and profane language. This is one
thing that I'm going to try to enforce this
year. I know that I can't possibly catch
every one who persists in using this type
language, but if I hear it around the campus, you'd—better believe that I'll have
something to say to whoever used it.
I wonder how many of you have ever
made a real attempt to stop using profanity? I know it's only habit, and I also know
from experience that it can be broken. If
you've got a "cuss jar," a little willpower,
and, for the first couple of days, a little
change, you're as good as rid of a bad habit.
Try it!!
Don't forget that we'll have lots of visitors on the campus this week-end; let's be
on our best conduct.

guine; Glenn Miller's A String of
Pearls, Little Brown Jug, and
Moonlight Serenade; Billy May's
Lean Baby; and Gene Krups's
Disc Jockey Jump and Boogie
Blues.
Many of you are planning to
join the reserve unit here at
Ciemson. The 108th Infantry
Army Reserve Band is a part of
the unit and is open to all qualified Ciemson men who play band

Eartha Kitt. On modern jazz,
she states, "You know, there's always an uncomfortable feeling
when I listen to modern jazz. The
American people have created
modern jazz out of a world of
nervousness, confusion, and when
I listen to it, I too, become very
confused, emotionally and I want
to get away from it. Now when
I listen to Respighi, for instance,
this gives me a feeling of comfort.

ing was done in Italy and the
scenes are beautiful.
I would like to commend someone on the slight improvement
over last year of the music in the
dining hall. It can still stand
some improvement but at least its
pleasant listening now.
Here's hoping that we have a
large crowd at the dance. See
you there!

College N-E-W-S
By Charles Elgin

■ Noticed in the Mississippi REFLECTOR that a rousing welcome party was staged for the
565 entering freshmen by the
town of Starkville, Miss. Main
event of this shindig, which included a pep rally and several
guest speakers, was a street dance.
The hop, carried on a statewide
radio network, featured a jitterbug contest with winners receiving season passes to the town
theaters. Several bus loads of
girls came over from the Mississippi State College For Women
to join the bald-headed boys in
their fun.
Not a bad way to welcome
freshmen at all, eh, rats?
The San Francisco FOGHORN
reports that the university will
hand out up to twenty-five bucks
to any student with a means of
repayment. Total interest on each

loan is only twenty-five cents. A
student board passes judgment on
applications and decides whether
or not loans will be granted.
There is one gripe, however. The
loan must be repayed on time, or
no final exams.
Always hidden clauses.
Any Furman "rat" violating
regulations must face trial before
Judge Paul Craven of the Rat
Court, according to the Furman
HORNET.
Regulations include tipping rat
caps to upperclassmen, and addressing them as "sir". Sentences
range anywhere from midnight
snipe hunting on Paris Mountain
to singing the Alma Mater while
standing on one's head.
From over in 'the "promised
land" the JOHNSONIAN reports
that Winthrop College has come
up with an inovation in their
dining room. They have picked

five students to serve as hostesses
during mealtime. Their duties
will be merely to circulate among
the dining lasses and offer suggestions. These gals get paid, too, on
a scholarship basis.
Think we could enlist five more
for active duty in the Ciemson
dining hall?
Also from the JOSHSONIAN:
Matilda, who dishes out free information to distressed damsels
in her "advice to the lovelorn"
column received an interesting
letter. "Bewildered," who has
been dating a Ciemson Man for
three months, refused to let said
cadet kiss her the other night,
and wonders if she did wrong.
Matilda simply replied, "What are
you, a freshman?"
Quite a gal, this Matilda. The
cadet must have been disappoints
ed no end.
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THE TIGER — "He Boars For Clemson A & M"
Week

Time

Monday

1

6:30

Y Cabinet
Freshman Y Council

2

—OSCAR SAYS—
that Joe Tinsley thought that
that he certainly hates to say it,
he had been left out of this column. I heard that he was really- but if we had a few officials to
hurt. What's wrong punk, you play for us the outcome might
can't get people to date you any- have been different.
—OSCAR SAYS—
more?
—OSCAR SAYS—
that we were very disappointed
that he wishes he could go on that the band didn't drill after
O. D. and give out more than 264 the game as well as before and
demerits so he could break Am- during half time! Why don't you
brose's record. Why do some "Q's" learn to dress and cover
people always let a couple of but- before Saturday?'
-OaflAR SAYS-;
tons bother them so?
-OSCAR BAYS—
that Clark Starnes certainly got
that you had better watch your carried away during the game.
step at the Rat Hop because he
-OSCAR SAYS
(Oscar) will have a pencil and
why doesn't tiny Tom Bookpaper out ready to write out any- heart get on the ball and do
thing with a dirty look to it for something, even jf it's wrong?
next week's column.
What are you on the staff for
—OSCAR SAYS—
anyway, an ornament?
that orchids should go to the
—OSCAR SAYS—
C. D. A. for finally telling us that
that Bill Blue Keys ought to
we might get a big name band
here for Homecoming. At least grow up and act his age. Nobody ['
now we have a chance to hear thinks your clowning or your key
chain is impressive.
somebody.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—

that the Georgia game should
have lasted a month. Then we
would have had a time in Athens.
But Oscar says we will go on to
victory again.

it seems that Hose Nose Masterby and Charlie Fogfy Ferguson
are running a demerit race. You
little boys cool off, it's a long
time until the end of the semester.

—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) hopes that the
that he sees where Bob Bubble
Rats bring some more queens up Belly Bradford has joined the
here like they have in the past. Belly Batallion. Congratulations,
Make the best of your first may it grow in size.
chance, Burrheads!
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
speaking
of bellies, Will thought
that some of the Vets were really having a party down at Dan's she was coming but she didn't
Friday night. What are you try- Cockrell, alias Big Belly, really
got fooled last week-end. Why
ing to do Act like civilians?
don't you give another hog call,
—OSCAR SAYS—
it was good to see so many of maybe she'll come over for the
the Troops in Athens living it up. dance.

College Woodland
Being Developed
Approximately 1,000 Acres Of Land
Included In Three-Fold Program
Eleven thousand acres of forested land above Clemson
College are being developed in a three-fold program for forestry, wildlife and recreation, according to a folder recently
published by Marlin H. Bruner, who is in charge of the program for the college.
This extensive acreage is but a
part of the Clemson College Land
Use Area comprising some 27,500
V aacres purchased by the Feberal
Government during 1934-1938 and
C
put under college supervision in
1^39. The original purpose of the
Federal project, abandoned during World War II, was to demonstrate that worn-out farmlands
and deteriorated woodlands could
be restored so as to be of real
value for public use. Consistent
with this concept, Clemson is developing the northern part of the
old project with its program which
will provide excellent recreational
facilities for college employees,
students and residents of the
northwestern section of the state
in general.
Forested lands in the area are
being developed by college
foresters under an intensive
management plan. Young pine
stands, planted in 1936-1938, are
being thinned for pulpwood,
and light sawtimber cuts are
being made on a marked tree
basis. Research in forest plantations, thinning and tree growth
is also being carried out.
The entire area has been set
aside as a wildlife sanctuary under a cooperative agreement between Clemson College and the
South Carolina Wildlife Resources
Department. An intensive game
management program is now underway. Wild turkey and deer
have been successfully re-established and small game of all kinds
is increasing. More than two
hundred acres of food plots have
been planted to provide food for
this game. Lake Issaqueena has
been set aside as a refuge for
migratory waterfowl from October 1 to April 1. Ducks and geese
come down here for food and protection. This sight attracts thousands of people each year who enjoy watching the antics of these
waterfowl.
Focal point for the recreational
development of the area is Lake
Issaqueena which has over 118
acres of water. After its completion in 1938 the lake was stocked
with fish. In recent years the
fishing has been poor and in an
effort to correct this situation a
fish population study was made
in June of this year with the cooperation of the Wildlife Resources Department. This study
indicated that the lake was greatly overstocked and out of balance
in desirable species of fish. Since
then the lake has been drained
and restosked with bream and
largemouth bass which should develop rapidly enough to permit
the opening of the lake for fishing by the spring of 1956.
Around the lake and in the
area are four shelters and picnicking features including
twelve tables, fifteen fireplaces,
and five springs with good
drinking water. Camping areas
for Scouts and similar groups
are availavle. There is also a
"semi - wilderness" area at
Todd's Creek for hiking and
overnight camping trips by
and wildlife and nature

study clubs. Here is also located a shelter, fireplace, spring
and an old fashioned water
driven grist mill. Many of the
facilities in the Land Use Area
were originally built by the
government during the days of
the first project and have been
prepared by the college, Scouts
and wildlife groups.
So far no concrete action has
been taken toward recreational
development of the 16,500 acres
in the southern half of the area
except for the development of a
picnic area at Cherry Creek for
colored employees of the college.
Ideas have been advanced for
making a twelve acre fishing
pond near Maxweel Bridge and
for assigning six fish rearing
ponds at Cherry Bottoms to the
zoology department for research
projects.
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marily in Vacation Bible Schools
with unlimited opportunities for
other types of service. In most
cases our Bible.School experience
was limited to the ones that we
had attended when we were in
the Junior and Intermediate departments of our home churches.
However, we were encouraged by
the words of Mr. Smith when he
told us to "tell what we knew
and to keep quiet about what we
did not know". The highlights of
the evening came as we all shared
our personal experiences in
Christian service. From that
night on to the end of the summer we worked together like one
big happy family.
Our special Pan American
Clipper flight became airborn
shortly after nine o'clock June 10.
As we dipped low over the massive city of Miami and set our
course to the southeast we realized that many of us were leaving the shores of the United States
for the first time. By the time
we had written all the folks back
home, on the free stationary provided by Pan American, the cane
fields of Cuba came into view.
As the sun reached its noonday position we were informed
that the coast of Jamaica would
soon be in view. After observing the flat land of Cuba we
were much surprised to be
greeted by the air pockets sent
to us as a result of our low
altitude and the continuous
mountain terrain of Jamaica.
We were greeted by Rev. and
Mrs. C. M. McCullough and family, our missionaries stationed
there, along with representatives
of the Jamaica Baptist Union. After the short delay going through
customs we boarded a bus that
was to carry us to the McCulloughs. Our luggage was packed
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It seemed like a dream come
true when I learned that I, along
with Dan McGee and Helen
Philips of Furman, and Vermelle
Gatch of the University of South
Carolina, had been selected to
serve in the summer of 1954. We
were also informed that one of
the largest programs in the history of Southern Baptist student
work was in the making. Students from other states were being selected to form one big team
for work in the British West Indies. Much to the joy of Dan and
I, for the first time South Carolina was going to send two students out of the states. We began to consult our maps and history books when we learned'that
our destination was Jamaica.
At 12:20 p. m. Monday, June
8, Dan and I boarded the' train
for Miami, Florida where we were
to meet with the other students
who were coming in from distant
points. Our headquarters in Miami were at the Columbus Hotel.
By noon Tuesday we were all
bubbling over with questions as
to how the thirty-three students
from nine states would 'divide up
to carry out their assignments.
The leader of our group was
Mr. Wimpy Smith, Director of
Student work at East Texas
State College in Commerce,
Texas. Also on hand to meet
us in Miami was Mr. William
Hall Preston, Associate in the
Southwide Student Department.
A never to be forgotten meeting was held in one of the conference rooms in the Hotel on
Tuesday night. We were told
that we would divide up into
teams of four. In most instances
we were not to be in one location
over a week, and when at all possible we would switch team members. Our work was to be pri-

County Clubs

6:30

6:30

"A summer in Jamaica? Where is the place?" The preceding statements are typical of the reactions I have received in attempting to inform others of my work there this summer. Every year the Baptist Student Union of South Carolina selects and sponsors four student summer missionaries.
These missionaries are nominated and elected by the students of South Carolina colleges and universities. Early in
the school year each campus is given a goal to reach to finance the program.

Friday

Blue Key

4

Wayne Davis Tells
Of Trip To Jamaica

Thursday

7:30

\

The Senior Platoon "Rookies" bend over for the benefit of the old
Senior Platoon members. Initiation started Monday and will
continue all this week.) (Tiger Photo by Bob Huey.)

Wednesday

Tuesday

Block "C"
Minor "C"
Miscellaneous

7:30

Few other colleges in the country have a "campus" of 28,000
acres which can be devoted to
academic research and biological
studies, multiple land use and
recreational facilities for its students, employees and neighboring
public alike.

1. The Schedule is set up on a monthly basis. Extra days of the month may be used fpr Emergency Meetings.
2. The Schedule is made out according to the Classification of Student Organizations.
s
3. Emergency Meetings may be called any week day after dinner, or during any free time provided that such meetings do
not interfere with classes, military activities, or scheduled events. These Emergency" Meetings are to be of a brief
nature, and for purposes of discussing trips, etc.
4. Organizations may have meeting notices read over the Public Address System in the Mess Hall, but only for emer*
gency meetings. These notices must be approved by the Blue Key Student Advisor to the Council of Club Presidents.
5. Publications are not included in the schedule.
securely on the top and we were
in a gay mood as we had our first}
encounter with traffic moving on
the left side of the road. However, we were rudely interrupted.
When the noise of a terrific crash
subsided, we looked back down
the road. For fifty yards the
road was littered with the reThe new motion picture "JOHN WESLEY," is coming to
mains of luggage and clothing.
We had driven under a low bridge Clemson College.
and it sheard off the luggage.
It will be shown at the Clemson Y. M. C. A. on Oct. 3,
Needless to say our theme song 1954 at 3:30 and 7:00 p. m., according to the pastor, Rev.
for the remainder of the summer
George R. Cannon.
was "Cross Over the Bridge".
PLAYER OF THE
The feature-length film is in
Our next few days were spent the new Eastman color and was and societies*-finaIly his sendWEEK:
in orientation and sightseeing in produced by the Radio and Film ing of supervisors for the
and around Kingston, the capi- Commission of the Methodist movement in the new world afDICK DESIMONE
tal city. We learned that the is- Church in cooperation with J. ter the American Revolution—
land is some 149 miles in length Arthur Rank.
all these make the film one
and 49 miles in width at the
which will be long rememberIt
brings
to
the
screen
for
the
widest part. The population is
ed.
very close to a million and a first time the dynamic and colorThe Rev. Mr' Cannon exquarter. Being a British colony, ful 18th century evangelist and plained that /while the film is bewe were to pick up much of the educator.
"Shops For Men"
John Wesley's
miraculous ing released only to Methodist
sharp speech of the island. Inrescue
from
a
burning
house at churches during the initial periid,
dustry is practically non-existant
the public is invited to see the
Clemson • • Greenville
with the main livelihood coming the a:e of five, at the begin- picture at the Clemson Y. M.
from agricultural products. Chief ning of the film, forecasts the C. A.
products were sugar cane and dramatic and eventful life
bananas. A visit to the famous which unfolds in this story of a
Hope Botanical Gardens intro- man of slight stature but of imduced us to one of the many types pelling influence upon his conof beauty that the island had to temporaries and upon history.
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
The English clergyman thought
offer. Another interesting visit
was taken to the University Col- his venture in America as a misLocated On Seneca Highway
lege of the West Indies.
sionary to the Indians in the
Georgia colony was a failure, but
To tell all the events and high it was the kind of failure which
spots would be next to impos- opened the door to the discovery
sible. For the first three weeks of a religious certainty he had
Dan and I stayed in Kingston been seeking.
and worked in three Bible
Furthermore, this discovery, in
Schools in some of the mission which John Wesley felt his "heart
churches of the city. Each week strangely warmed," led him to
our team included two or three face mobs unafraid, and to ride
fine young ladies from the 250,000 miles
on horseback,
states of Texas, Virginia, and changing the masses of English
Georgia.
people from a low state of moral
DOWNSTAIRS OPEN FROM
After our three most interesting degradation to sturdy and happy
weeks in Kingston, our team left uprightness.
His "enthusiasm" was frowned
by the daily steam train for the
interior of the island. During our upon by the lethargic leaders of
three weeks in the central part of the Church of England of that
the island we enrolled over 500 day, but it was this new-found
enthusiasm which enabled him to
children in our Bible Schools.
influence so many phases of the
In each location we were most life of English-speaking peoples.
graciously entertained by the pasHis appeal to the common
tor or other leaders of the local man, his establishment
of
schools, clinics, lay preaching
(Continued on page 6)

"John Wesley"
To Play Here

LAMB'S
WOOL

SWEATERS
$7.50

ESQUIRE

BILL Cr HATTIE'S DRIVE-IN

WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 2 A. M.
FOR DANCE FRIDAY

9 to 2 For Couples Only

I Friday and Saturday Nights

J. E. SIRRINE CO.
GREENVILLE

ENGINEERS
SOUTH CAROLINA

DAN'S

Genuine

RvraR-MwEPEK
Silvered.Tip

REFILLS

(. Bryan Named
President Of Wesley
Foundation At Meet

in Red • Green . Blue j
• Block

Installed Sunday during the
morning worship service at the
Methodist Church were the Wesley Foundation officers for first
semester.

.and how it started.
TERESA WRIGHT says: "Up to 16, my knowledge of acting
had been gleaned from seeing movies. When I saw my first
professional play, that was it: I only wanted to act. I got into
high school plays, wrestled props at Provincetown, understudied,
sat for months in producers' reception rooms. One rainy
night, sick with a cold, I read for a good role, and got it!"

Start smoking Camels yourself!
Make the 30-day Camel Mildness Test.
Smoke only Camels for 30 days - see
for yourself why Camels' cool mildness
and rich flavor agree with more people
than any other cigarette!

These officers, elected last
spring to serve one semester, are:
Chandler Bryan, Rains, president;
Bobby Arnold, Laurens, first vice
president; Weston Weldon, Bennetts ville, second vice president;
Bill Hood, Hickory Grove, third
vice president; and John Rogers,
Easley, secretary-treasurer.
Also, Preston Stokes, Charleston, social chairman; Johnny
Turner, North Augusta, deputations chairman; Dick Elliott, Sumter, publicity chairman; Joe Bowen, Villa Rica, Ga., missions
chairman; Reed Tanner, Kingstree, senior representative; Jimmy
Humphries, Columbia, junior representative; and Tillman Johnson,
Aiken, sophomore representative.
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Exclusive
new Paper-Mate
SQvtrtdrTip Refill
means smoother, faster
writing! Just 10 seconds to
insert.. .never blots... dries
instantly. Get PaperMate Refills wherever i
pens are sold.

A freshman representative will
be elected later in the semester.

HURRY! GET OUTFITTED FOR THE RAT HOP!

HOKE SLOAN
Has What You Need . . . White Duck Pants In All Sizes.

SUCCESS STORY:
Camels—America's most popular
cigarette ...by far!

CAMELS
AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTB
S. J. Eemoldi lobicco Compur, Wlniton-Stlw, K. A
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THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Bulldogs Whip Tigers In Second Half; 14-7
Football Preview
And Predictions
By Tiger Experts

=**>

THE BULLDOG BITE
This Saturday afternoon saw our Tigers fall to the Georgia Bulldogs by a score of 14-7. The Georgians took advantage of two quick breaks to put the skids under the Bengals
and send the Howardmen down to their first defeat of the
season. The game was a big one for both teams and both
squads played down to the wire after the victory.
Most
sports writers who witnessed the Athens shindig will not
hesitate to say that it is the closest contest between the two
schools in many years.
The Tigers threw up an impregnable defense against the
highly vaunted Georgia running attack and also bottled up
Jimmy Harper's passes until midway in the second period.
The defensive highlight was a brilliant goal line stand on
the Tiger 1 foot line. The Mulldogs played quite a defensive game on their own as they stopped three Tiger drives
within their thirty yard line. The lines hit hard and fast
all day and both teams drew many plaudits from the scribes
for their tremendous line play.
Charlie Bussey played exceptionally well in his first
start as Bengal quarterback and kept the Georgia defenses guessing with a well-diversified selection of
plays. Joe Pagliei played one of his best games in the
Tiger backfield as he averaged over four yards per carry. Neuf Ankuta and Jim Coleman also put in a full
day's work in the Tiger backposts.
Clyde White, Dick DeSimone and Wingo Avery were stalwarts in the Purple and Orange..
The accuracy of Harper's passing arm and the absence of
Clemson's Don King seemed to be the difference in the ball
game. The estimated 20,000 people certainly got their
money's worth at Athens Saturday.
A VISIT TO GREENSBORO
This Sunday, your sports editor was privileged to attend
a sports writer's conference at the King Cotton Hotel in
Greensboro, North Carolina. The sports editors of all of
the member institutions of the Atlantic Coast Conference
were the guests of conference president, James H. Weaver.
The genial prexy did not hesitate to let us editors tynow the
"inside dope" on ACC performance.
The visit proved to be both interesting and enlightening.
It gave the editors not only a better understanding of the
ACC, but also a better understanding of its member institutions.
FUTURE OF THE ACC
There were really two basic reasons for the formation of
the ACC. First, there was the need to control the eligibility of college athletes and second, to let the "big teams" play
one another each year in a semi-round robin system. The
old conference was too large to permit such scheduling. It
is stated in the conference constitution that if by 1956 there
are only seven members, all schools would have to play at
least five conference games.
Should an eighth member be admitted, the schools would
then have to play a sixth conference game a year. It is also
stipulated that all teams in the conference must play one
another at least once every three years. The conference
has had a brilliant beginning. Its future should be equally
as brilliant.
BOWL SPECULATIONS
There has been much talk of late concerning an agreement between the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Big
Seven that each should send a participant to the Orange
Bowl, in Miami each year. So far, no steps have been
taken but this question is sure to come up at the ACC's
December meeting.
this spring, is one of the Southern Conference's most promising backs. The Tigers will be right in there all the way,
The pact could be quite beneficial to ACC member
teams. Last season, each ACC team received $8,000 as
its share in the Orange Bowl. In the long run, Maryland, the competing team, received a smaller gross return from the game than any other conference member.
There is a rule which also states that the ACC cannot be
represented except in one Bowl. The situation _could arise
where the ACC had two good teams eligible to play in post
season encounters. In such a case, the Conference votes
on the two teams and selects one to play. The other cannot
accept another bid according to conference rules. This rule
may also be voted on in December, for the additional proceeds from the game would be advantageous not only to the
competing school, but to the conference as well.
Conference expenses are high. Each year the ACC spends
somewhere in the neighborhood of $25,000 for football officials alone. The cost is split up among the member
schools. Basketball officiating requires another $10,000.
It would be a great asset to any team for the ACC to change
the standing rule, it seems to many people.
DAD'S DAY
Getting back to Clemson, this week is "Dad's Day"
and the fathers of the football team are going to be introduced at the V. P. I. game. These men are among
the most stalwart of Clemson supporters. Let's get behind the dads and their sons when the Tigers take on
the V. P. I. Gobblers this weekend.
The Gobblers, by the way, bring a team to Clemson that
is rated the best in Virginia. Howie Wright, whom we met
however, and the boys hope to decapitate the Gobbler for
the "old men" when Saturday rolls around. Let's all turn
out for the V. P. I. game AND THE RAT HOP!!!

Last week our panel of football experts gave you the pre
views and predictions for eleven
games of importance over the na
tion. Out of the eleven games
we predicted, six were correct.
This gives us an average of .545.
Of course the experts could not
cope with the three upsets which
cut a deep gash in our percentage.
South Carolina over Army
was the biggest surprise of the
week. Florida beating Georgia
Tech baffled everyone. V.P.I.
beat Wake Forest to make the
prediction average fall toward
the bottom. Of all the games,
the Clemson-Georgia game upset more people at Clemson
than all of the other games together.
Here's hoping for a better prediction this week. Although the
teams are more evenly matched
this week, we hope to bat in the
.900's.
For the week-end of October
2, we predict that Clemson will
defeat V. P. I. by a score of
20 to 13. With Don King to
go over the V. P. I,, line with
passes Clemson should be able
to outscore the elusive opponents.
After last year's loss to CaroThe golden passing arm and neat faking of Georgia Quarterback Jimmy Harper spelled lina, West Virginia will be all out
Clemson's frosh, following a
defeat for Frank Howard's "Fighting Tigers" last Saturday afternoon at Sanford Stadium to swamp their foe, but not heart-breaking 14 - 13 setback are expected Fletcher Carter of
enough to conquer the Gamecocks
in Athens. The Tigers, playing their most aggressive ball in many years, saw the red- after their inspiring victory over at the hands of North Carolina Charleston, who netted 64 yards
shirted Bulldogs come from behind to score twice and drop the Bengals 14 to 7.
The Army last week. Carolina will State last Friday night, invade in seven tries Friday; Bob Wright
Atlanta tonight to oppose Geor- of Belton and Joe Stas of WhitTigers outfought, outhustled, and outplayed the victors but the Bulldogs seemed to have win, 33 to 6.
ney, Pa.
The experts will go out on a gia Tech's Baby Engineers.
it when it counted.
limb again this week by saying
Probable starters In the line
The Cubs, who had a 20 yard
that Georgia Tech will defeat S.
Clemson's
fortunes
turned
are Bob Giles of Charleston and
touchdown
pass
and
a
25
yard
slightly down before the kickoff three yards In two plays, Anku- kept and got 6, Pagliei drove for M. U., 21-13. Tech lost last run to the State four called back Jim McCanless of Asheville at
when it was learned that All- ta scooted for five yards and two, and Bussey darted off tackle week and will be making a bid during the final five minutes of the guards, Johnny Thomason
South choice Don King would not the pressure was on with fourth for 3 and a first and ten on the for the win column. This game play last week, hope to make of Olanta and Jack Bush of Atbe running the team from the and two to so. Bussey tried to 29. Here Georgia stiffened. Pag- could very easily go their way their own breaks against Tech.
lanta at the tackles, and Bill
(And probably will—Ed's note).
Quarterback position. "Dandy pass and had to run and picked
Neely of Rock Hill or Jack
Last
fall,
Clemson
and
Georgia
liei
gained,
then
lost
2,
gained
The experts will again go out
Don" dressed out but the injury up three yards to the 10. Buck
Tech's frosh played one of the Steinbrecker of Barboursville,
he suffered in the P. C. game George pushed for three to the one on a line plunge. Bussey's on the ever-present limb and finest and most thrilling games W. Va., at center.
had not healed sufficiently to seven as the quarter ended. fourth down pass to Joe was a predict a win for Georgia. The ever witnessed on Memorial Staallow him to risk hard contact. Bussey, on the option, grabbed little too wide and fell incom- Texas Aggies lost to Notre dium's turf here, with Georgia
Dame last week and will try to
Charlie Bussey was called on to four yards to the three. From plete.
climb into a winning column Tech triumphing 14-12.
step into the big shoes of No. here, Jim Coleman crashed over
The
Bulldogs
moved
the
ball
to
for the first time this year.
Gene Crocker, a sharp run"66", and the slender sophomore for the score. Chet Paredes
did a great job as he received a converted and with 45 seconds the 39 before the Tigers held and Georgia will take Texas A & ner-passer from Gaffney is
BAR-B-Q Sandwiches
hoping to lead the Baby Benreal "baptism by fire" in his first gone in the second the score Garrard punted to the Tiger 22. M., 21-14.
Some other outcomes this week gals to a victory. He passed for
Whitten and Pagliei failed to get
varsity game. He ran beauti- was Clemson "-Georgia 0.
the ten yards and Pag booted to are:
a pair of T. D.'s in the State
fully and faked better as he
Ham Sandwiches
The Clemson "B" unit came
Maryland over U. C. L. A.
guided the Tiger offense. Charlie in and kicked off to the 11. The Madison who was stopped on the
opener.
Furman
over
P.
C.
Georgia
21.
mixed up the ground attack well Bulldogs returned to the 36. The
Billy Breedlove of Abbeville,
Michigan over Army
Clemens and Madison picked
Milk Shakes
as he masterminded the Bengals fresh Tigers threw the Bulldogs
Wyatt Cox from Atlanta, Bill Few
Florida over Auburn
up a first down to the 34. Harper
to 181 land yards gained comfor a loss of 5 yards in three plays gained one; then threw 33 yards
of
Rock
Hill
and
Don
Hendrix
of
Davidson over Citadel
pared to 69 for the Bulldogs.
and Garrard kicked to Jim Coleand
Wilmington, N.C., are his targets.
Duke over Tennessee
The difference in the two teams man who returned to the Clemson to Harris for a first down on the
Breedlove
and
Cox
caught
the
Wisconsin
over
Michigan
State
proved to be in the air as Clem- 44. Joel Wells gained 9 yards in Tiger 32. Williams netted 5 more
touchdown tosses against State.
Pastries
son was unable to match or de- three tries and Jim Coleman was and Harper pitched to Tarleton North Carolina over Tulane
<i
With Crocker in the backfield
N.
C.
State
over
Wake
Forest
(Continued
on
page
6)
fend against Harper's unerring forced to kick. Jim's boot barely
tosses. Harper's eight comple- rolled into the end zone. The
tions were good for 169 yards and Bulldogs could muster only eight
one touchdown. His passing set yards on an incomplete pass and
up the other Georgia score. Jimmy two rushing plays. Garrard puntstepped into the aerial tradition ed and the Tigers put the ball
set by Zeke Bratowski and proved into play from the Georgia 47.
that Coach Wally Butt's team Cummins Hankinson bulled for
will be trouble to all who don't three before Don Ross dropped
have perfect pass defense.
the pigskin and Georgia recoverThe Bulldogs won the toss and ed on their own 45.
elected to receive. Charlie MadiThe Bulldogs began to growl as
son returned the kick to the Harper led to a first down on the
Georgia 32, and on the first play Tiger 39 with an 11 yard sprint
took a handoff and scooted 17 on third down. Harper's T. D.
yards for the games initial first pass was dropped by Wilkins, but
down. The Clemson defense he hit Linear Roberts for 5 on
tightened and three plays netted second down. Harper's next toss
only one yard. Gerrard's punt fell incomplete but his fourth
rolled dead on the Clemson 26 down bullet to Roberts was good
and the Tigers got their first to Clemson's 16. Harper fooled
chance to show their offensive Clemson with a draw play as
wares. Bussy handed off to Buck Clemens raced untouched into the
George for 12 yards and the ini- end zone. Joe Graff's extra
tial first and ten on the first point try barely went over and at
play. George got 8 more to the 10:45 of the second quarter the
the 32 before the Bulldogs and a score was Clemson 7—Georgia 7.
backfield in motion penality
Ross returned the kickoff 14
forced Pagliei to kick. The kick
was dead on the Georgia 36. On yards to the 33 as the four
second down Joe Pagliei batted minute gun was sounded. Busa Harper pass into the air and sey and company came in and
Buck George hauled it in on the got a first down with Aukuta
Want to pick up $25? Make up a Lucky
Clemson 25 and was dropped plunging for six and Charlie
Droodle and send it in. It's easy.
passing
15
yards
to
Walt
Lararight there.
way.
Aukuta
fumbled
it
on
Pagliei gained 7 yards on two
If you want to find out just how easy it
plays but a 15 yard penalty set the Georgia 44 and the Bullis,
ask Roger Price, creator of Droodles.
dogs
took
over.
In
four
plays
the Tigers back to the 17. Bus"Very!" Price says. Better yet, do a Droodle
sy's third down pass was short they lost 25 yards with Harper
and Pjagliei punted from the 17 trying to beat the clock. He
yourself, like the ones shown here.
to the Georgia 40 where Harper was not able to complete a pass
and
Clemson
took
over
in
time
returned 5 to the 45.
Droodle anything you like. And send in
Georgia's Clemens was thrown for one play as Bussey lost 9
as
many as you want. If we select yours,
attempting to pass. The score
for a one yard loss. Charlie Mad
at
the
half
was
Clemson
7—
we'll pay $25 for the right to use it, together
ison gained 4 yards on a handoff.
On the next play the Bulldogs Georgia 7.
with your name, in our advertising. We're
The referee crippled the Tigers
were caught holding. Harper on
going to print plenty—and lots that we
from
the
start
of
the
third
quarFIREPOLE
FOR
FALSE
ALARMS
a keep gained back 8 yards but
ter when Pagliei's kickoff return
Clemens was forced to punt.
don't print will earn $25 awards.
to the 26 was nullified by a 15
The Tigers put the ball in yard clipping penalty. But the
Draw your Droodles any size, on any piece
play from the 17 and began to Tigers began to drive from their
of
paper, and send them with your descripgrowl. Bussy handed off to 11 with Aukuta getting 4, Pagtive titles to Lucky Droodle, P. O. Box 67,
liei 13 for the first down on the
"Pag" for three. On second 28. Then Aukuta scooted 31
New York 46, N. Y. Be sure your name,
ond down Pagliei burst through yards to Georgia's 41. Bussey
address, college and class are included.
the line for 25 yards and another first down. Ankuta got
While you're droodling, light up a Lucky /£
STOP AT
seven, then four for another
—the cigarette that tastes better because
first down on Georgia's 44. Pagit's made of fine tobacco . ; . and "Ifs
liei's two tries netted six yards
For Sandwiches and Shakes
and a fifteen yard roughness
Toasted" to taste better.
penalty gave the Tigers a first
Open til Midnight nightly
DSOODIES, Copyriaht, 1954, by Ros«r Prie»
down on the 21. Pagliei gained

Harper Leads Bulldogs
Pagliei Romps In Loss

Freshmen To Play Tech
In Atlanta Friday Night

Tiger Milk Bar

STUDENTS!

Got a Lucky D roe die
in your noodle?

SEND IT IN AND

PAT'S PLACE

MAKE

ftn

IT'S TOASTED"

to taste better!

MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
IN TURKEY ACCOMPANIED

BY VERY UGLY FRIEND

JA.T.CO. PRODUCT or

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

LARRY'S

*-«■*••»♦•-«

Across From Bumming Line
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!

HALES

WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES

Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society

North Main at Calhoun

"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON, S. C.

FLASH!

LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN IN COLLEGES!
Newest, biggest survey of smokers in colleges from coast to coast, based on
34,440 actual student interviews, shows that students prefer Luckies to ail
other brands. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
•""•■-r- r- r-»#»^-*»*-- • ~*
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Clemson To Meet V. P. I. Gobblers In Dad's Day Contest
Howard Optimistic Over Game;
Wright And Dean Lead Tech Attack
By LEWIS CROMER
This Saturday, the Clemson Tigers will attempt to again
get into the win column when they take on the V. P. I. Gobblers here at Municipal Stadium Saturday afternoon. Both
squads will be at top strength for the encounter and a large
crowd is expected to attend the Dad's Day encounter this
weekend.
'—
'

Dick Desimone Bolsters Tiger
Line On Defense And Offense
By BILL LEITNER
For his outstanding play of both offense and defense
against the Georgia Bulldogs in Athens, Saturday, Dick DeSimone has been chosen the Esquire Award winner for this
week.
Dick comes to us from Avonmore, Pennsylvania, where he
earned quite a reputation as a
high school athlete. He earned
his spurs as a freshman regular
In the Avondale High team. Diek
started at his present guard position weighing 176 pounds.
He
started his sophomore year and
when Avondale consolidated in
1950, moved into a starting position in the Bell Township High
School team. Dick led Bell thru
two undefeated seasons. Avonmore had also gone undefeated
his sophomore year. Altogether,
Dick played in 34 straight victories his last three years in high
school. He was chosen co-captain his senior year with Kenniy
Keller, who now stars for U. N. C.
DeSimone was selected all Western Pennsylvania in 1950 and
'51. In all Dick earned seven
letters—four for football and
three as the regular baseball
catcher. Dick established quite ^
name for himself as an amateur
trumpeter, too. This comes quite
natural, as his family is very
musical. His uncle, Don DeSimone, and cousin, Joe DeSimone,
both lead dance bands. Dick and
his two brothers played four
years with the Avonmore and
Bell bands. Brother Pete plays
saxophone, and Roy the drums.
Dick was also an active member
of the audio-visual club and
Avonmore and Bell block letter
clubs.
When Dick graduated, he was
supposed to go to Villanova, but
at the last minute the deal fell
through. Jim Marks persuaded
Dick to spend a year at Kiski
Prep. Dick considered that year as
the most valuable to his football
career. He says of Coach Marks:
"I was grateful to him for letting
me come to Kiski and helping me
a lot."
Harry Davis, Clemson scout in
Pennsylvania, saw DeSimone play
and immediately offered dick a
scholarship. He accepted and
enrolled as an education major at
Clemson in the fall of 1953.
Dick was one of Coach Banks
McFadden's line stalwarts on last
years' freshman team. His block
lng and tackling were terrific in
every game. He had to learn to
back up the line during this time,
too. Dick had always been the
middle guard in the five-man line
in high school defensive formations, but now found himself being pulled out of the line in
Clemson's
defensive
patterris.
Dick says that he enjoyed the
Furman game the most. "After
that, my face was scarred up like
a painted Indian," he grinned.
During spring training, DeSimone established himself as a
regular and starred in the annual
intra-squad game. After this,
Dick caught for the freshman
baseball nine and hit above .300.
Dick is an avid baseball fan and
plans to go out for varsity ball
this spring. He particularly likes
to watch little league ball, which
is quite popular in his home state.
This fall, the stocky five foot,
eleven inch, 190 pound sophomore
started on the Tiger first team
and stayed there. He was terrific
in the P. C. game but really shone
last week against Georgia's Bulldogs. Dick was all over the
field, making tackles on defense
and blocks on offense. He switched from lineman to linebacker
like he owned both positions
u«" defense was shifted.

But Dick will tell you, "The
whole line really put out; we got
as good a line as you can find
anywhere." Coach Frank How>
ard thinks that this year's line is
his best all around in several
years, too. "It's been several
seasons since a Clemson line playec" as well an all around game as
our line played against Georgia,"
he said, and it must please him
to know that he'll have hard hitting Dick DeSimone to build his
next two years forward walls
around.

Don King-, the Tiger's triple
threat quarterback who missed
the Georgia game due to a knee
injury, is back in pads once
more and expected to get the
starting nod for the Tigers in
the quarterback slot come Saturday. Don's passing arm and
deception were sorely missed
by the Tigers in the Georgia
encounter.
The Gobblers will bring a team
to Clemson that is rated "the best
thing in Virginia" by many Virginia sportswriters. Coach Frank
Moseley's charges, with wins
from N. C. State and Wake Forest under their belts, will really
be "up" for the Clemson encounter. The score of the Wake
Forest-Tech game was quite surprising. The game was rated a
tossup with Virginia Tech possibly a slight favorite. The final
score was 32-0, V. P. I. The Gob
biers completely dominated play
in the contest. Tech halfback
Howie Wright added many yards
to his credit and greatly strengthened his position as one of the
nation's top ground gainers for
the 1954 'season. The V. P. I.
team has exceeded most people's
expectations and even Coach
Howard of the Tigers admits that
should the Gobblers get by Clemson, they would be well on thenway to a possibly undefeated
season.
The Gobblers run from a
straight split-T attack. Quarterback Johnny Dean gives V. P.
I. power in the air as well as on
the ground.. Dean, a three year
letterman who weighs 200 pounds
and stands 6 feet 1 inch tall, does
the tossing and directs the Tech
attack. Last season, Johnny completed 26 of 62 tosses for a total
of 314 yards. Dean, incidental
ly, does the field goal and extra
point booting for the Techmen.
Johnny pitched on the V.' P. 1.

Mi
OR Campus Mttfihukan
{Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)

MY COUSIN HASKELL
I have a cousin named Haskell Krovney, a sweet, unspoiled Country
boy, who has just started college. A letter arrived from him this
morning^which I will reprint here because I know that Haskell's
problems are so much like your own. Haskell writes:
Dear Haskell (he thinks my name is Haskell too),
I see that you are writing a column for Philip Morris cigarettes.
I think they are keen cigarettes which taste real good and which
make a pleasant noise when you open the pack, and I want to tell
you why I don't smoke them.
It all started the very .first day I arrived at college. I had just
gotten oft* the train and was walking across the campus, swinging
my cardboard valise whistling snatches of Valencia, Barney Google,
and other latest tunes, admiring statues, petting dogs and girls, when
all of a sudden I ran into this fellow with a blue jacket, gray pants,
and white teeth. He asked me was I a freshman. I said yes. He asked
me did I want to go places on campus, make a big name for myself,
and get pointed at in fashionable ballrooms and spas. I said yes. He
said the only way to make all these keen things happen was to
join a fraternity. Fortunately he happened to have a pledge card
on him, so he pricked my thumb and I signed. He didn't tell me the
name of the fraternity or where it is located, but I suppose I'll find
out when I go active.
Meanwhile this fellow comes around every week and collects his
dues which are $100. Lately he has been collecting $10 extra each
week. He says this is a fine because I missed the meeting. When I
remind him that I can't go to meetings because I don't know where
the house is, he twists my arm.
I have never regretted joining the fraternity because it is my
dearest wish to be somebody on campus and get pointed at in spas,
but you can see that it isn't cheap. It wouldn't be so bad if I slept
at the house, but you must agree that I can't very well sleep at
the house if I don't know where the house is.
I have had to rent a room. This room is not only hellishly expensive,
but it isn't the kind of room I wanted at all. What I was looking for
was someplace reasonably priced, clean, comfortable, and within easy
walking distance of classes, the downtown shopping district, the
movies, and my home town. What I found was a bedroom in the
home of a local costermonger, which is dingy, expensive, uncomfortable, inconvenient, and I don't even get to use the bed till six
o'clock in the morning when my Landlord goes oft* to mong his costers.
Well, anyhow, I got settled and started going to classes. But first
I had to pay my tuition. This came to a good deal more than the
advertised rates. When I asked the bursar what the extra money
was for, he told me lab fees. When I said I wasn't taking any labs,
he said I was taking psychology which counted as a lab because
they used white mice. When I offered to bring my own mice, of
which there are plenty in my room, he twisted my arm.
So I paid the man and went to my classes where I found that
all my professors had spent busy summers writing brand new textbooks. Over to the bookstore I went, saw the prices on the textbooks, and collapsed in a gibbering heap. At length I recovered and
made indignant demands to speak to the proprietor, but they told
me the Brinks truck had already taken him home for the day. There
was nothing for it but to buy the books.
Next I turned to romance—and found it. Harriet, her name was—a
great, strapping girl. I first spied her leaning against the statue of
the Founder, dozing lightly. I talked to her for several hours without
effect. Only when I mentioned dinner did she stir. Her milky little
eyes opened, she raised a heavy arm, seized my nape, and dragged
me off to a dimly lit place called The Trap where everything was
a la carte. She ordered cracked crab ($1.75), sirloin Chateaubriand
($7.00), a scuttle of french fries (18tf the french fry), an artichoke
(30tf the leaf), and compote (80tf the prune).
After dinner she lapsed into a torpor from which I could not rouse
her, no matter how I tried. I banged my glass with my fork. I did
bird calls of North and South America. I pinched her huge pendulous
jowl. I rubbed the legs of my corduroy pants together... But nothing
worked, and finally I had to sling her over my shoulder and carry
her to the girls dormitory, to the vast amusement of everybody
along the route.
But it was not the jeers of bystanders that bothered me. It was
the hernia. Fortunately, medical care for students is provided free
at the college dispensary; all I had to pay for were a few extras,
like X-rays, anaesthesia, operating room, forceps, hemostats, scalpels, sponges, catgut, linens, towels, amortization, and nurses. They
would not, however, let me keep the nurses.
So, dear, cousin, if you see me these days without a Philip Morris
cigarette, it is not because I don't like Philip Morris cigarettes. I
do. I flip when I taste their mild rare vintage tobaccos. But I can't
afford cigarettes. I can't even afford matches, what with fraternity
dues and room rent and lab fees and textbook prices and my girl
Harriet and medical care.
Well, I'll write you again soon. Keep 'em flying.
Yr. Cousin,
Haskell
©Max Shulmin, 1954

This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.

baseball team this spring.
Right halfback Dicky Beard
was V. P. I.'s top ground gainer in 1953. Beard ground out a
total of 349 yards last season,
scoring two touchdowns. Beard
Is a shifty runner with plenty
of speed and power. This is the
Cumberland, Maryland boy's
third season as a starter and
he has shown up well in both
contests this season.
Beard
stands 5 feet 9 inches tall, and
weighs 170 pounds.
V. P. I. has a fine pair of ends
in Tom Petty and Bill Jones. Pet*-

ty, from Hampton, Virginia,
stands 6 feet 1 inch tall and
weighs 180 pounds. The senior
flankman is a glue fingered pass
catcher and an excellent offensive end. Jones, last season was
a standout on the Tech freshman
squad. His specialty is defense
and he has been one of the mainstays in the V. P. I. forward wall
thus far this season.
Outstanding lineman for the
Gobblers, is George Preas, a 6
foot 1 inch, 218 pound senior
tackle from Roanoke, Virginia.
Preas has lettered three times for
Tech. Last season, he was named
to a tackle post on the all-Southern Conference eleven and also
received honorable mention for
ail-American. He was mentioned as a preseason choice for ailAmerican and his performances
in the State and Wake Forest
games bore out the writers' hopes.
The Gobblers have a heavy, aggressive line and a backfield with
plenty of power. They have

struck both through the air and
on the ground this season. One
reason for Tech team's success
has been their ability to cash in
on the breaks. In the Wake Forest game three of the scores came
by this route. They have one of
the toughest teams in the Southern Conference and are making
their first serious bid for the
loop laurels this season.
The Tigers, meanwhile, hope to
be on the rebound from the Georgia defeat. Even in defeat, the
Tigers played one of their best
games in many years. The line
play, especially, was vicious and
hard and the Bulldogs were held
tc a scant 36 yards rushing. Charlie Bussey, in the Georgia game,
demonstrated that he could run
the Bengals successfully from the
single wing. In the line, Dick
DeSimone, Tommy Mattos, Clyde
White, Wingo Avery and the rest
rose to the occasion and halted
the Georgians on the 1 foot line
when they threatened in the sec-

ond period.
Joe Pagliei, the Pennsylvania powerhouse, was again
named outstanding back of the
week for the Tigers. Joe ran
and punted beautifully in the
Georgia contest and is expected to carry the brunt of the Tiger ground attack in the Virginia Tech game. Jim Coleman, top scorer thus for in the
Atlantic
Coast Conference,
will probably get the nod at
the other halfback post. Jim
scored the lone tally in the
Georgia game for the Tigers/
This season, he has gained consistently on quick opening
plays. He is averaging over four
yards per carry so far.
At the fullback post will be
Neuf Ankuta "Nuff" had an average gain of 7.1 yards from
scrimmage against the Bulldogs
and has vallted himself into the
Tiger's number one fullback slot.
At the flanks for the Tigers will
again be Scott Jackson and Walt

Laraway. With King tossing to
either of these boys, the Tiger
vaunting attack may materialize
for the first time this season.
Both of the Tiger ends played
exceptional defensive ball against
Georgia. Wingo Avery will be
at center, Mark Kane and Dick
DeSimone at guards, and White
and Mattos in the tackle slots for
the V. P. I. set-to. The Tiger
starting backfield will be Ankuta
at full, Coleman and Pagliei at
the halfback posts, and either
Don King or Charlie Bussey at
quarterback.
Coach Howard and his staff
are quite optimistic about the
contest due to the Tiger's showing against Georgia. The battle
will feature two split-T teams
and a pair of hard running
halfbacks, Wright of V. P. I.,
and Pagliei of Clemson.
The
battle should be a very close
one.
Approximately 20,000 persona
(Continued on page 6)

"What it Wuz, Was
FOOTBALL!"
HERFS THE GREATEST SCHEDULE OF RADIO AND TV FOOTBALL EVER PROVIDED BY ANY STATIONS IN THE U.S.A.--PULL UP A CHAIR!

PRO
GAMES
DuMONT NETWORK
OCTOBER 3—
Philadelphia Eagles vs. Chicago Cards
OCTOBER 10—
New York Giants vs. Washington Redskins
OCTOBER 17—
Cleveland Browns vs. Pittsburgh Steelers
OCTOBER 24—
Cleveland Browns vs. Chicago Cards
OCTOBER 31—
Baltimore Colts vs. Washington Redskins
NOVEMBER 7—
New York Giants vs. Pittsburgh Steelers
NOVEMBER 14—
Cleveland Browns vs. Chicago Bears
NOVEMBER 21— .
Philadelphia Eagles vs. Cleveland Browns
NOVEMBER 28—
Cleveland Browns vs. New York Giants
DECEMBER 5—
Cleveland Browns vs. Washington Redskins
DECEMBER 12—
New York Giants vs. Philadelphia Eagles

Note: All games start at 2 P.M., NYT

"TOUCHDOWN
TUESDAY"
The following is the schedule of games
to be presented on "TOUCHDOWN" for
the the first four weeks of the series:
1st Week:
PREVIEW OF 1854 SEASON
2nd Week:
DUKE vs. UNIV. OF PENNSYLVANIA
TEXAS vs. NOTRE DAME
U. C. L. A. vs. UNIV. OF KANSAS
MICHIGAN STATE vs. IOWA
NAVY vs. WILLIAM & MARY
3rd Week:
NOTRE DAME vs. PURDUE
MINNESOTA vs. PITTSBURGH
GA. TECH vs. S. METHODIST UNIV.
VILLANOVA vs. MISSISSIPPI
OHIO STATE vs. UNIV. OF CALIF.
4th Week:
OKLAHOMA vs. UNIV. OF TEXAS
t PENN vs. PRINCETON .
NOTRE DAME vs. PITTSBURGH
OHIO STATE vs. ILLINOIS
(Additional game to be determined.)

The facilities of two great networks will bring
to listeners and viewers of WAIM-TV the finest
in college and professional football this season.
Recent completion of micro-wave and cable
connections which put Anderson on the nationwide TV network facilities make possible the fine
sports coverage that will be provided by WAIMTV. The A. T. & T. and Bell Telephone Systems
spent approximately $250,000 for these facilities,
part of which can be seen atop the new Bell Telephone Building on North Main St. in Anderson.
Watch for Radio and Television football schedules in The Independent and The Daily Mail for
listings of games. This year WAIM, WCAC-FM
and WAIM-TV will present the greatest football
coverage the Southeast has ever received!

NCAA COLLEGE
GAMES
ABC NETWORK
Oct. 2 4:45 PM NYT

Stanford vs Illinois
Oct. 9 2:15 PM NYT

Wisconsin vs Rice
Oct. 16 4:15 PM NYT

Oregon vs Southern California
Oct. 23 1:15 PM NYT

Pittsburg vs Northwestern
Oct. 30 1:45 PM NYT

Pensylvania vs Penn. State
NOV. 6 2:45 PM NYT

Baylor vs Texas
Nov. 13 2:15 PM NYT

Georgia Tech vs Alabama
WAIM AND WCAC FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
2:00 P.M.—Oct. 2

V. P. I. vs. Clemson

WATM-WCAC

9:00 P.M.—Oct. 2

Ga. Tech vs. S. M. U.

WCAC

10:30 P.M.—Oct. 2
8:00 P.M.—Oct. 9

U. S. C. vs. West Va.
Florida vs. Clemson

WAIM
WATM-WCAC

2:30 P.M.—Oct. 9

Ga. Tech vs. L. S. U.

WATM-WCAC

10:30 P.M.—Oct. 9
2:30 P.M.—Oct. 16

U. S. C. vs. Furman
Ga. Tech vs. Auburn

WATM-WCAC
WATM-WCAC

2:00 P.M.—Oct. 21

Clemson vs. Carolina

WATM-WCAC

2:30 P.M.—Oct. 23
2:00 P.M.—Oct. 30

Ga. Tech vs. Kentucky
Clemson vs. Wake Forest

WAIM-WCAC

Ga. Tech vs. Duke

WCAC
WATM-WCAC*

2:00 PJ*L—Nov. 6

Clemson vs. Furman

WAIM

Ga. Tech vs. Tennessee

WCAC
WATM-WCAC*
WAIM

2:30 P.M.—Nov. 6
10:30 P.M.—Nov. 6
2:00 P.M.—Nov. 13
2:30 PJtt.—Nov. 13

U. S. C. vs. North Carolina
Clemson vs. Maryland
Ga. Tech vs. Alabama

WCAC

10:30 PJtt.—Nov. 13

U. S. C. vs. Virginia

WAIM-WCAC*

2:00 F.M.—Nov. 20

Clemson vs. Auburn

1:45 P.M.—Nov. 20
2:00 P.M.—Nov. 27

U. S. C. vs. Duke
Clemson vs. Citadel

WATM
WCAC

2:30 P.M<—Nov. 27.
10:30 P.M.—Nov. 27
1:45 PJtt.—Dec. 4.

WATM

Ga. Tech vs. Georgia

WCAC

U. S. C. vs. Wake Forest

WATM-WCAC*
WATM-WCAC

U. S. C. vs. Citadel

Ohio State vs Michigan
Nov. 25 1:45 PM NYT

Maryland vs Missouri
Nov. 27 12:45 PM NYT

Army vs Navy
Dec. 4 2:45 PM NYT

Sou. Methodist vs Notre Dame

WAIM

1:45 P.M.—Oct. 30
10:30 P.M.—Oct. 30

U. S. C. vs. Maryland

Nov. 20 1:15 PM NYT

♦Taped at game time
Delayed broadcast at time shown

CLEMSON
ON TV
VPi-CLEMSON at Clemson
October 2, televised October 3.

CAROLINA-CLEMSON,
At Columbia
October 21, televised October 22.

FURMAN AT CLEMSON
November 6, televised November 7.

CITADEL AT CLEMSON
November 27, televised November 28.

DON'T FORGET:-ALL, CLEMSON GAMES "LIVE" ON WAIM
LIVE CBS TV SHOWS
CHANNEL 40

WAIM-TV
WAIM

ANDERSON'S LISTENING
HABIT FOR 19 YEARS!

WCAC-FM

Sty? Atttoraott Jntopnttont
and

CIRCULATION OVER 50,000
WILTON E. HALL, Owner

ANDERSON - CLEMSON
Powerful Static-Free Station
Serving 5 States

THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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A Day In The Life
Of A Collitch Man
By PICK COLLINS
He is lying in his bed with the sheet pulled snugly
around his neck, and in his dream he is about to kiss the
Queen of Paris, France. With a crash like the explosion of
thunder the door to his room opens and the light flashes on.
A grouchy voice says, "All right fellow, hit the floor . . .
it's 6:30." So begins a typical day for a cadet at Clemson
College.

Thursday, September 30, 1954

AIA Holds First
Ceeting Of Year

World Communion
The American Institute of Ar- Services To Be Held
chitects held its first meeting of

the year Monday night, September 20. At this meeting the program of the club for the year
was discussed and arranged.
This year the architects plan
to have several artists and professional architects address the
club on professional practices and
problems. Also this year the organization will be open to sophomores. In the past, membership
has been limited to juniors and
seniors.
The AIA hopes to present a
number of interesting programs
during the year and invites the
attendance of all qualified architecture majors.

World Communion Sunday will
be observed throughout the world
on October 3. On this day all
Christian churches will hold special services and emphasize
church attendance.
Every Clemson man is urged to
attend the church of his choice
next Sunday. The churches will
also welcome the attendance of
the cadets' dates for this worldwide service.

COMPLETE LINE
of
FORMAL WEAR

After using all his will power
to get out of that heavenly place cal day, plus or minus a few inty of new members. The next
—"The Sack"—he quickly fights cidents. Try it tomorrow and
meeting will be held on Tuesday
his way into his beloved uniform, draw your own conclusions or
night at 7:30.
washes his teeth and etc., brushes better still just "sack out1 all
his face, and hits the sack again day and think about it.
for those few precious moments
met at this time to nominate officers and disThe freshman have a show of hands during:
until the first sergeant asks him
cuss business for the coming year. (TIGER
their class meeting which was held on Tuesif he is ready to have his break- WAYNE DAVIS
Photo by Bob Huey.
day during: regular drill period. All four classes
fast. On his way to the dining
(Continued from page 3)
room he thinks to himself how
church.
For the first few days
The Minarets, college architeclucky he is to be able to get up on
TO
such a beautiful morning and some of the native foods gave us tural organization, Held its first
quite
a
scare
as
we
gathered
meeting last Monday night at
have a nice hot breakfast waiting for him. As he wipes the around the table. However, we seven-thirty.
The main purpose of the meetThe Society of Automotive En- spattering rain drops from his soon learned to like the yam,
gineers, met in Riggs Hall on face, he displays a wide grin as plantin, and other items that were ing was the planning of a dropTuesday night to discuss club he thinks about his surveying quite new to us. As long as Dan in party for club members and
plans for the school year. The lab which will be rained out that could get bananas and there was their dates during intermission at
By JACK BOURNE
a pineapple field in the neighbor- the dance Friday night. Plans
club made plans to sponsor a afternoon.
One of Coach McFadden's outstanding freshman players membership drive for sophomores, After breakfast he comes back hood, we were able to eat in were also discussed for a drop-in
to be held at the Homecoming
to his room and sacks out again. fine style.
is 220 pound, six foot two-inch Billy Breedlove* from Abbe- juniors, and seniors.
Game, to which all former mem
The S. A. E. will hold its next (After all he has 20 minutes beWhen
we
finally
reached
the
ville, South Carolina. Breedlove, who has been shifted from meeting in Room 300 of Riggs fore his first class!!) After dragbers of the organization will be
north coast for the final three invited.
the backfield to an end position, has been putting in some Hall next Tuesday night, October ging himself out of bed again he weeks, our team, which included
At the meeting the club also
5. All students majoring in en- assumes a studious attitude, picks Mr. Garland of Mary WashingALWAYS OPEN AFTER
outstanding play for the Baby Bengals.
made arrangements for redecogineering are invited to attend.
up
his
books
and
heads
for
class
ton
College
in
Virginia,
and
Nelda
Breedlove comes to Clemson
five minutes late. Walking into Henderson of Sam Houston State rating the clubroom and discussfrom Abbeville, S. C. There he
The Breedloves were not a
class
he is greeted with a blood- in Texas, was still intact. The ed the requirements for eligibili
attended Abbeville High School. football family; Billy was the Woman's Club to Hold
thirsty
grin and a pop quiz from week that the teams were to
While in high school, Breedlove only one in his clan to take up
First
Meeting
Oct.
7
his
professor.
Boy, how he loves switch personel found us so far
won block letters in three sports the sport. He was greatly inThe Clemson College Women's that man!!
back in the hills that it was de—Abbeville did not offer track. fluenced by the Abbeville High
Somehow, as he always has in cided to leave our team together.
Billy played three years on the School coach, Tommy Hite. Club will hold its first meeting
We were soon to take adPanther eleven. He was a regu- Hite encouraged Billy and saw of the year at three-thirty on the past, he manages to survive
lar his last two years on Coach the boy improve even beyond Thursday, October 7, at the Clem- through all his morning classes vantage of the beautiful sandy
son House. Newcomers will be with the aid of a short nap now
Tommy Hite's team. He led Ab- his own aspirations.
. .
and then. Dinner is a very pleas- beaches and clear blue water of
beville in scoring and yardage
Coach Don Wade of the Tigers honored at the meeting.
Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun will ant hour of the day because he the north coast. A number of
gained both his junior and senior talked to Breedlove while he was
years. He was named Abbe- in high school about attending speak to the group on "Early wins the extra piece of pie at his afternoons found us accepting
ville's outstanding athlete his Clemson. Billy had several of- Years at Clemson." All mem- table. He leaves the dining hall the invitation of a local fishersenior year. Billy says that he fers from other schools.but de- bers of the club are urged to at- with a peaceful satisfied feeling man and going out to explore
that only the food at Clemson can
had his greatest night when Ab- cided to cast his lot with the Tig- tend.
produce.
Once again in his room the beauty of the coral reefs.
beville went to the district play- ers. Billy is up on a scholarship
with
20
minutes
before his lab We were also able to visit the
HOWARD OPTIMISTIC which, "Dern the luck",
offs in 1952. Abbeville was play- with the Baby Bengals.
didn't get famous Tower Isle Hotels,
ing North Augusta, and the game
Breedlove states that he likes
(Continued from page 5)
was very close. Breedlove scor- Clemson a lot. He comments that are expected to attend the con- rained out, he is faced with the recognized as one of the most
ed two touchdowns that night, his the classes are fairly rough, but test in Municipal Stadium. It is problem—to sleep or not to sleep. outstanding in the Caribbean
first on a fifty yard dash and his that he intends to buckle down Dad's Day at Clemson and the That'is the question! Finally he Area.
decides not to waste those 20
CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE
second on a forty-seven yard and make good grades while here fathers of this year's team will
Yes, all of us who went to Jasprint after gathering in a pass. at Clemson. He believes that be on hand to witness the con minutes and falls on his face in
his "feather bed".
maica feel that we received one
His second T. D. gave the Panth- this year's freshman team has ex test. The Rat Hop will be held
All during lab he thinks of his of the greatest thrills and opporers their win, the score being ceptionally good possibilities. He on Friday and Saturday nights
twenty to fourteen. He also is greatly impressed by the team and the Clemson College Rat favorite way of using up energy— tunities that could be offered.
scored his team's only touchdown spirit on the squad and believes Queen will be introduced to the drill. Almost before he knows it Over twelve thousand Jamaican
his lab is over and he is once boys and girls were enrolled in
when they lost in the upper-state that we will win the rest of our crowd at halftime.
again hustling toward his room the Bible Schools during our nine
finals to Olympia.
freshman games this season.
Probable starting line-ups:
where awaits the greatest inven- week period. Countless others
He was named co-captain his
Billy's ambition is to be a "gen CLEMSON CONCERT
tion since sliced bread—his bed. were reached in the evening evansenior year and chosen most uine Tiger", and to play on the
Once again the first sergeant asks gelistic services. However, we
(Continued
from
page
1)
valuable athlete for the Abbe- varsity squad. Judging from Bil
him if he is ready to eat and he all realized that nothing could
ville yearbook.
ly's past performances on the company will be the "Gaite proceeds to the quiet serenity of have been possible if it were not
Breedlove's talents were not freshman squad, his ambition Parisienne," a famous choreofor the hundreds of college young
graphic work first introduced by the dining hall.
confined to football field in high should be amply fulfilled.
The movie that night is good, people here in South Carolina
the
Ballet Russe and for many
school.. He pitched five years of
high school baseball. He pitched was five more but Spadafine stole years its most popular ballet. The but he knows it could be so much and other states who were willing
and played shortstop on the Charlie's next pass and raced 377 program will also include ex- better if there wasn't any study- to make it possible for us to repcerpts from the classic "Swan ing to be done afterwards. He resent them. The people of JaGreenwood
American • Legion yards to the Clemson 9.
Swigia
netted
three
yards
on
Lake,"
set to Tchaikowskys music, tries his "dead level" best to maica shall be eternally grateful
clubs of 1952 and 1953. He was
instrumental in the success of the two running plays and Harper "Cirque de Deux" and "Blue- study when he gets back but the to YOU.
thoughts of his girl and the softteam when the club advanced all threw incomplete. Pagliei in- bird" (pas de deux).
The final concert of the series ness of his bed are too much for
the way to the sectional tourna- tercepted Harper's next toss in
ment in -1952. He batted .400 for the end zone, came out, re- will be a piano performance by him. He knows he is fighting a
the 1952 season. He was one of versed his field, and sped to the Arthur Rubinstein, on April 26. losing battle but he isn't losing
the leading batters in sectional Tiger 40 yard line before being This is the second time the pian- any sleep over it. All is peace
COMO AND HOG AN
tournament where the Emeralds stopped. Time was running out ist has given a performance at and quiet, and it should be, at
the
unearthy
hour
of
10
p.
m.
He
and
the
Tigers
were
unable
to
Clemson.
Rubenstein
has
been
Perry
Como,
top TV and recording star, and
lost out to the Monroe, Louisiana
Juniors in the final game in the move the ball before the gun performing since the age of six vows never to stay up that late
Ben
Hogan—only
active golfer to win 4 national
and possesses a tremendous mus- again. As his dreams return to
tournament. Billy also starred ended the contest.
the
queen
of
the
night
before
anical
background.
He
has
made
a
championships, enjoy a Chesterfield during a
It was a tough game to lose, but
on the hardwood court. He played on the basketball team and the Tigers played well and show- large number of recordings, rang- other day ends for this typical
friendly round of golf.
was captain his senior year. He ed that our sophomores will give ing from Mozart to Rachmaninoff, cadet.
Each
cadet
at
Clemson
could
with
a
sales
gross
of
more
than
us
a
good
strong
second
unit
besported a 20.3 point per game
probably put himself in this typifore the season's end. As coach a million dollars a year.
average over the season.
Regularly enrolled, full-time
Howard said, "I believe we can
improve our passing game, and students will be admitted to all
HARPER LEADS
I also think the many sophomores of the concerts on the presenta(Continued from page 4)
for another first and ten on the on the second unit will get much tion of their athletic identifica(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
stronger with experience. I was tion books, without additional
ten.
Clemson, South Carolina
charge.
This
is
made
possible
by
disappointed
that
we
didn't
beat
The Bulldogs were knocking
the
allocation
of
three
dollars
of
Georgia,
of
course,
but
the
out'
on the gate as Harper kept for
Phone 6011
the student activities fee to the
five, Williams bulled for 2 at look isn't dark for the future."
concert series.
the quarter then 2 more as he STATISTICS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Georgia
Faculty members and the pubfell into the end zone, but the Clemson
10 lic in general may secure general
October 1 and 2
11—First
downs
officials ruled the ball dead on
69 admission season tickets for six
the 1 foot line. On the fourth 181—Rushing yardage
139 dollars. A few reserved seat sea- 'THREE COINS IN THE
32—Passing yardage
down the mighty Tiger line
15 son tickets are available for ten
9—passes
attempted
FOUNTAIN"
held and Scott Jackson came up
8 dollars. Ticket orders should be
3—Passes completed
with the ball at the one. The
Clifton
Webb and Jean Peters
2 accompanied by payment and
1—Passes intercepted
threat was halted. Bussey kept
in
should- be sent to the Clemson
By punts
for 3. Then Aukuta bulled
36.5
College
Concert
Series,
The
Pres37.1—Punting
averages
CinemaScope
for 3 more. With a little more
0 ident's Office, Clemson, South
2—Fumbles lost
running room Charlie shot
and
Carolina. Orders will be filled
around the right side behind INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Technicolor
Yds.
within two weeks.
good blocking to the Clemson
Single admission tickets to inCarries Gained
26, a gain of 20 yards. Georgia Clemson
October 5 and 6
71
dividual concerts will not go on
10
held and Coleman kicked. The Aukuta
64
sale until the time of the concert.
— — —14
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Tigers were penalized for of- Pagliei
\ 15
Prices for singfe admission tickets Rex Harrison and Virginia Mayo
fensive holding and Joe Pagliei
8
will be three dollars for a re3
kicked from the goal to the 46. Whitten
starring in
served seat and two dollars for
7
White broke into smear Harper Bussey _ — — —10.
10
general admission.
for a ten yard loss but he came Wells _____ 4
"KING RICHARD AND
4
back with an 18 yard toss to Coleman— — — — 2
LH—George,
Wells
THE CRUSADERS"
Georgia
Wilkins. Garrard ground down
30
RH—Pagliei, Coleman
6
6 for a first down and the Bull- Madison
in
GEORGIA
23
— 5
dogs were on the way. In the Clemmens
CinemaScope
21
LE—Wilkins, Roberts
7
next play Harper threw a 32 Garrard
10
and
LT—Griffin, Luck
3
yard pass to Williams who made Williams
LG—Spadafino, Chusenberry
7
5
a leaping catch for the T. D. Graff Bell
Technicolor
34
C—Saye, Nutt, Cook
_ — 7
converted and the Bulldogs led Harper ....
RG—Shea, Dye
\
LINEUPS
14 to 7 with 7:30 gone in the final
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
CLEMSON
RT—Brown, White
quarter.
RE—Clark, Arthur
October 6 and 7
Paglaliei returned the kickoff LE—Laraway, Hudson
QB—Harper, Young
32 yards to the Clemson 45. Three LT—White, Marazza
Jack
Webb
and Ben Alexander
LH—Bell, Williams
plays failed to net 10 yards and LG—Kane, Bruorton, Priester
«&_____
starring
in
RH—Madison,
Harris
C—Avery,
Hunter,
McClellan
Pagliei punted out on Georgia's
Clemson scoring: Touchdowns
25. Georgia couldn't gain either RG—DeSimone, Rhinehart, Tice
"DRAGNET"
Coleman, conversions: Paredes.
and kicked to the Clemson 32. RT—Mattos, Inabinet
Georgia
scoring:
Touchdowns
In Color
RE—Jackson,
Smith
Bussey was thrown for a 12 yard
Clemens, Williams. Converloss trying to pass. He passed to QB—Bussey, Ross# Williams,
PLUS LATEST NEWS .
sions: Graff
Paredes
Griffin for 5, Georgia's off sides

Minerets Hold
First Meeting

SAE To Sponsor
Breedlove Budding Membership
Drive
Young Tig Prospect

FOR RENT

BRING YOUR DATE

Holly Hill Inn

Wonderful Foods At Prices You
Can Afford to Pay!
DANCES!

BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY
STORE FOR ALL OF YOUR
SCHOOL NEEDS!

Clemson Book Store
* * •

FOR MAGAZINES, TOILET ARTICLES,
SODAS AND SUNDRIES... ITS THE

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
""""""i

CLEMSON THEATRE

^FARLfcSS\?OSDICK

WHAT A BUY. CHESTERFIELD King Size
(at the New Low Price) and Regular

by AL CAPP
<AVE. Aj£ U THATS MO OCTOPUS,
FROM THIS
MADAM.''.''- THATS

1U*-***™*"/ MASTER OF

t__^ u/tLnooOT CREAM -OIL KEEPS HAIR COMBED FROM MORNING TILL NIGHTflff^ WITHOUT GREASINESS •

Like Ben and Perry you smoke for relaxation, comfort and
satisfaction. In the whole wide world no cigarette satisfies
like a Chesterfield.
You smoke with the greatest possible pleasure when your
cigarette is Chesterfield—because only Chesterfield has the
right combination of the world's best tobaccos—highest in ■
quality—low in nicotine.
In short, Chesterfields are best to smoke and best for you.

LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGE":

